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Content

How to use this Work book:

The workbook is divided into sections of text and worksheets. The text will inform
Content								2
Intro									3

OK! You have an idea about something you want sell, and want to start your own

you on how to work with the material and how fill out the worksheets. The

business. But how do you actually get going on becoming an entrepreneur? This

worksheets are meant to inspire you in coming up with good ideas by asking you a

workbook will become your trusted friend, bringing your attention all the things

number of questions to guide you in your work.

you need to think about before starting your own business.
How to use this Work book					
The Idea – What are you selling?					

As you go along in the workbook, you will gain new insights about your business

3
4

What are you good at?						6

When you run your own business, you have the freedom to choose what you want

idea and it is likely that you will want to change your answers (to things) as you go

to do and how you want to it. Perhaps it’s important for you to do something fun, or

along. For this reason it is best that you jot down your answers to the question on

to set your own working hours, or you want to help do something good for society

something like Post-It Notes (stick them onto your worksheets as you go along) and

in some way. Or perhaps you would like to make lots of money.

them write your answer into the worksheet in the end, once you are certain that
things are the way you want them.

The Customer – Who is buying?					
Competitors – who is selling the same kind of product?

8
10

A business is always about buying and selling something. We call this a product or a
service. A product can be anything from a material thing, to knowledge, to services

You also get to be creative as you work your way through the book. You will be

or your own artistic offerings – whatever you can imagine!

producing images of things like your customers, your website, design etc. You
can design and draw those images yourself, or you can choose to cut out images

Your Calculations							12

Perhaps your product is:

of magazines etc. for making your own collages with. Or you can choose to take
pictures of things you like with your phone or camera as inspiration. The sky is the
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Advertisement – how will you make your product known? 14

•

something you are making out of old materials, recycling or repairing it and then

limit!

selling as something different than its original form. For example, perhaps you
Your Design – make your business attractive!			

are good at fix up old bikes and sell them for a profit, or perhaps you make cool

16

handbags out of old jeans.
Pitch your idea!							18

•

your man-power – meaning your own physical energy to mow lawns, provide
dog walking services or go grocery shopping for elders.

Design your frontpage						20

•

your knowledge because you are super rad at social media

•

something you purchase and sell at a higher price, like finding cool things on the
internet and then selling then locally in your home community

•

You will need:
Colour crayons or felt pens
Post-It-Notes (or other coloured sticky notes)
Magazines, brochures, industry magazines
and the like
Glue stick
Scissors

a product you produce yourself such as jewellery or healthy treats
Are you ready to get going to become your own boss?
Have fun!
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What kind of needs are met by your product?
The Idea – What are you selling?

Collages
Worksheet

You have a good idea for a product, that you want to sell… now you need to

Describe your idea with images, drawings – put together a collage in the “light bulb”

describe that idea in the best way possible with words and images. Take your time

field on the worksheet

to do this, because when you allow yourself to work on your idea in different ways,
new ideas on how to make your idea even better will often show up.

Describe your idea in key words – such as the kind of product you wish to sell. It’s a good
idea to write in pencil or to write on sticky-notes as you may want to add or change what

Think about how your business idea will meet the needs of your customers. If you

Drawings

you are writing as you go along.

customer work really long hours every day for instance and don’t have time to take
their dog for a walk, then your dog-walking business will meet the need of a that

Describe the needs that are being met by your business idea.

Photo

person. Your customer’s need becomes a challenge or a problem for you to solve.
A “need” can also be a desire for something fun, pleasurable or beautiful - like your

Think about how you can make your idea even better. It doesn’t need to be big things

scrumptious cupcakes or beautiful jewellery.

or fancy inventions; even simple things and changes can make a big difference! For
instance, if your idea is to start a dog walking business, think about then how you to
combine your idea with other things, like “dog walking and cleaning” – when adding
cleaning to your dog walking service the dog will have more company.
You can also ask others if they can help you brainstorm to make your idea even better!

Describe your product...

Do a brainstorm on how to
improve on your product?

Ask your parents, your brother or sister, or classmates to help you come up with good
ideas. Write down all the suggested ideas on the worksheet. Then go through the ideas
and choose the ones you like the best and highlight those.
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Your Idea – What are you selling?
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What are you good at?

Are you good at writing?

Are you good at getting ideas?

Worksheet:

Do you have fun designing things?

Do you know how to produce short videos?
We are now going to take a look at the things you are particularly good at. When

Look at the four different fields on the worksheet and identify the areas, you think you

wanting to start your own business it is really important to have your awareness

are the best at, or that you think are easy for you to do.

in this as it makes the most sense to put your time and energy into things you are
really good. You can always find someone else to help you out with the things that

Are you good at making things look slick or beautiful?
Are you good at creating certain atmospheres with sound?
Can you draw or paint?

Write your name and the things you are good at in one or more of the fields.

you are less good at.

Are you good at telling stories?

Is it easy for you to build models?

You can also write down the names of some of your friends, family or classmates in the
We are often not aware of our own talents or what we are really good at. So think
of things that are particularly easy for you to do. Often, the things we are good at,
we think of as being easy for everyone else to do too and therefor we don’t think

fields where you think they have some talent.
Are you good at crafts?

Are you good at taking photos that tell a story?

of them in terms of “being something special or a talent”. However, it is often the

It is easy for you to fix things?

things that come to you easily, that will point you in the direction of your talents. For

The Story Teller:

instance, you may find it really easy to talk to other people or you are really good at
fixing or organizing things – those things may be particular talents of yours!
Perhaps you want to do everything yourself, or maybe there is a whole team of

The Logical Thinker

The Creative
The Bridge Builder/Networker

Are you good at math and equations?

Do you like to talk to people?

you to share all the work, or perhaps you have a big brother who is really good at
building websites, or a mother of one of your friends’ who can help with keeping
track of money. Whichever it is, look around to see where you can find the help you

Are you good at making oral presentations?

Are you a shark with a computer?

need.
Do you enjoy putting things into systems?

Do you enjoy looking at how others people do things in

Are you good at group work and at getting your

order to find a good solution to a situation or challenge?

friends to work well together?

Are you really good at social media?
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Is it easy for you to sell stuff?

Do you like working in groups?

What are you good at?
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Make a collage or drawing that visualizes your costumer
The Customer – Who is buying?
Worksheet:

My name is:
You have a product that you want to sell, so now you need to look who the

Make a collage of your costumer as you imagine him or her. Give the customer a name

customer is – who is going to buy your product? Who do you want to sell the

and imagine the answers he or she would give to the questions on the worksheet. Jot

product to?

down those answers on the worksheet.

The better you (feel you) know your customer, the easier it will be for you to choose

￼

the right kind of advertisement and find the right channels to advertise your

￼

I live:

I am

years old

What I do for a living:

product through.
Imagine your perfect customer - try to make it as real as possible. Think for instance

My interests are:

about:
•

what does he/she look like?

•

how old is he?

•

what is she interested in?

•

where does he live?

•

what kind of clothes does she wear?

•

does he/she have a pet?

•

does she have kids?

You will know me by my:

I buy this product/service
because I
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The Customer – Who will buy your product?
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Competitors – who is selling the same kind of product?
What are they good at?
Worksheet
When you start up your own business, you can learn a lot from other people who

Write on your worksheet the names and logos of the competitors along with imagines of

offers a similar product (as yours) or doing things in similar ways – those are your

their product.

What are they good at?
Price

competitors. If you can’t find anyone that fits that bill, (then) that’s great! This
means you have an advantage! But remember, it doesn’t mean that you don’t

$
Think about the things they are good at and what you think they could do better.

have any competitors! You are simply competing with someone who, in some
shape or form, is selling something else that meets your customer’s need - and

Write that onto the worksheet as well.

you can learn from those people too.
Find out about their prices and add those to the worksheet.

Competitor #1

Find two competitors. Look for them on the internet, go into stores, check local
notice boards in the grocery store etc.

Think about what there is for you to learn from what they are good at. Can you use that
knowledge to improve on your own product?

•

Look for their advertisements and their prices.

•

Read what they write on their website.

•

Read what is being written about them on social medial.

•

Check out their YouTube videos, look at their Facebook page, their Instagram

Price

Competitor #2
Add your what you learn from this onto the worksheet.

$

profile, their blog or anywhere else that they are advertising.

What are they not so
good at?

Which of the
positives aspects can
I make use of?

What can I
improve on?
What are they
not so good at?
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Competitors – Who are selling or doing something similar?
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Your Calculations

Your sales price:

Worksheet
In order for you to figure out how much money you can make on your product, you

Now calculate the cost price of your product and write it onto the worksheet.

have to first figure out how much it will cost to produce, purchase or make your
product. This is called your cost price.

What is the cost of your competitors product?:

The cost of making your product:

(see page 11)

Now you got to find out what the price of your product is going to be. There are no
rules for how to calculate this, as in the end it’s entirely your own choice. However

There are many different ways to figure out the cost of your product, all depending

in order to set a price, that you think your customers are willing to pay you have to

on the type of product or service that you are selling. Here are a few examples:

look at the following three things:

$

Cost of goods sold:

Competitor#1

$

Competitor#2

$

$

Cost of your time:

How unique is your product?
•

Perhaps you are producing the product yourself. Let’s say you are making and

1. What is you cost price? – your product always has to be more expensive than cost

selling your own amazing cupcakes. To find out the cost price of your cupcakes

price of the product or else it will be poor business as you would loose money on

you need to find out how much money you have will have to spend in order

your product!

to make a cupcake. You find that out by adding up the cost of all the different

2. What is the price of the competitors’ product? – they have chosen that price

baking supplies (those are also called item consumption or goods sold) you need

because there are customers who are willing to pay that price. So it’s a good idea to

in order to make, let say 20 cupcakes. To then find out how much it will cost you

see what the competitors charge and adjust your own price accordingly.

to make 1 cupcake, you divide the total price of your all baking supplies with the

3. How unique is your idea? – if your idea includes something that is more or better

number 20 - the number of cupcakes. This is called your cost of goods per item

than the competitors, then its possible that you can charge a higher price for your

(per cupcake) and this becomes the cost price of a cupcake.

product than the competitor.

If you are buying something and selling it at a higher price (rather than making

Now you have to take a close look at those three things and decide what you want

something, like you did with the cupcakes), then what you pay to buy that

your product to cost – write the price onto the worksheet.

product is your cost of goods for your goods sold.

Now you have all the numbers you need to figure out how much money you can

•
•

Cheap

Expensive

$

What do you earn?

•
•

Less Unique

$

Cost Price =

More
Unique

make on your product!
If you are remaking or remodelling something old or used into something new

Subtract your cost price from your sales price = revenue

Sale Price

$

Cost Price

$

Can you think of other expenses?

instead (meaning you are both buying a product and you are spending time
making something out of it), you need to add up both the cost of goods sold

Income =

$

and the cost of your time in order to get the cost price of that product. The cost
of your time will be the same as what you would normally charge an hour for
afterschool work, like babysitting or dog walking.
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Your Calculations
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Advertisement
Options

P
SHO

Advertisement – how will you make your product known?

Choose 3 kinds of
advertisement:

e

Signag
How will your customers discover your product? Take a look at your advertisement-

YouTube Channel – Perhaps it will work well for you to tell about your product

tree and look at the previous worksheet for your Customer (p. 6) and think about

in a short YouTube video, that you produce yourself and then share the video on

the most suitable ways to catch the attention of your customer. It often works

different social media.

best if you can use a couple of different options at the same time. Your website for
instance will become more visible if you also advertise through GoogleAdwords or

Facebook Page – You can also set up a Page for your product on Facebook, where

on a Faceboook page.

you tell the story of your product and post updates and the like.

1.
How are you going to use it?

Like

WEB
Brochures

Brochure – if you are selling something locally, you can make a brochure that you

Twitter – You can use Twitter to spread your message by writing small interesting

hand out, or hang up on notice boards in the grocery store, at the library or cafes

updates, called “tweets” by using the popular # and create a following of people

etc.

who read your updates and become interested in your product that way.

Network – Perhaps your product is suitable to be recommended by word of mouth

Blogging – If you are selling something that you know a lot about or have a big

through people you know personally and who want to pass on your brochure to

passion for, you can choose to write your own blog on the topic.

Flyers

aper
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e
t
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i
t
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e
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2.

Blog

How are you going to use it?

people they know etc. Ask yourself whom among your friends or in your family may
know someone who could become a customer?

Other ways? - Perhaps you have some other really cool idea of how to advertise for
your product?

Word of Mouth
Justin

Clara

Other
options?

Signs – If having a booth or similar, you may want to make a sign for the booth
(where you want to sell your product), or it could be a sign to put on your bike or
your dad or mom’s car or something entirely different.

Worksheet

Ads in the paper or on the internet – You can also choose to advertise in the local

Choose three ways you think will be suitable to use as

paper or perhaps electronically using Goole Adwords or similar.

“channels” to advertising your product through.
Think about how you can advertise for free, or research

Instagram – If selling things that look really attractive, such as jewellery, cake or fine

how much each of your choices will cost. Will you be able

model airplanes, you can choose to create a beautiful visual space on Instagram and

to do this yourself or will you need help?

Matt

Sophie

r

Twitte

3.
How are you going to use it?

Pinterest

present your product that way.
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Advertise Your Product
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Logo
Your Design – make your business attractive!
Worksheet
Take a look at your customer again. Think about what he or she might find

You don’t need to be super creative or good at drawing to do this part. If (you)

attractive. What kind of colours and types of design do you think would match this

drawing is awkward or difficult for you, find instead pictures that show what you

type of person?

would like your product to look like and then make a collage using those images.

Look also at your competitors. How do they connect with the customer? If you think
they do a good job, then let yourself be inspired. But if you think they don’t do a

•

Cut out examples from magazines, printed pictures, journals etc. and make a collage
of those images on your “homepage” and have them show the things your think your

good job, then use that fact to come up with even better ideas your self!

customer would like. If you like to design stuff, then give an example of what you

Write down the text for your brochure

would like your website, your blog or Facebook page should look like.
•

Come up with an idea for a logo, or perhaps for a design of what you want your
product to look like.

•

Write down the text for your flyer describing what you are selling. Do it in a way
that catches your customer’s attention, so they will want to spend money on your
product. Tell you customer how your product is meeting their needs. Imagine you are
having a personal conversation with your customer.

Your web design

Your business name
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Your Design

Your domain name
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Pitch your idea!
I am selling:

Worksheet
Right on! You are close to the finish line! Now all you need to do is to convince other

You can present your idea in whichever way you choose. Perhaps you have created

people that you have an excellent idea! Perhaps you are going to pitch your idea

a model, a poster, a slideshow, a demo video or something else cool. But you still

to the kids at school. Or perhaps you have to pitch the idea to your parents or to

need to remember your sales pitch. It needs to be short and to include the following

someone else, that you would like to ask for money to help with the start-up cost.

starting with your name:

We call those people business angels or investors.
You may for instance need money for brochures, to buy materials or to purchase

I am selling... and I sell it because........

your first products. To do that, you have to convince those investors to put money

My customer’s need is...

into your idea. This “pitching” is like doing a sale and you will need to develop a sales

My business idea is meeting that need because.... I find my customers through....

speech or presentation of sorts, so that you can tell them how this business idea is

What I get out of it is....

in fact “a good idea”! You will want them to know that you have put a lot of thought

Now, go and practice in front of the mirror – say it out loud!

into your idea, that you have done your “home work” and that this is something that

My customer’s
need is

My business idea is
meeting that need
because:

you can both make money on.

Congratulations!
You are now ready to start your own business and become your own boss.
Go rock the world!!

I find my customers
through:

What I get out
of it is:
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Pitch Your Idea!
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My company

20

Design your own frontpage

